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INTRODUCTION

Introduction
When it comes to employment, how valuable, competitive, and resilient are you? Are you taking
your career development into your own hands and building the skills that will enable you to thrive
in any work environment—and in any economic business climate?
Today’s job environment is uncertain, and many agree that job security is a thing of the
past. Where once you might have relied on your long-term employer to facilitate your skill
development, you’d be wise to take the lead. Many learning and training experiences can still
be had through traditional employment, but also through internships, freelance assignments, or
temporary/contract opportunities. In order to be resilient, actively seek ways to further your skills.
In this age of do-it-yourself (DIY) career development, it’s up to you to manage and invest in your
own career—taking advantage of every learning and training experience, and building a personal
brand that’s separate from any employer. This way, you’ll always be a desirable job candidate—
perhaps as a free agent or freelancer—one who’s agile, mobile, and prepared to move on to the
next opportunity.
As a pioneer in the staffing industry, and in the study of workforce preferences, Kelly takes a highlevel look at career resilience as it pertains to the global worker today. In addition to analyzing
worker preferences and psychographic insights based on survey data from the 2015 and 2014
Kelly Global Workforce IndexTM (KGWI), this report pulls insights from Kelly Free Agent research
(2015) survey data and other research sources. Unless otherwise noted, all statistics come from
recent Kelly workforce research data.
Visit kellyservices.com for additional reports, article, and insights.
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BACKGROUND: EVOLVING CAREER DEVELOPMENT PARADIGMS

Background: evolving career
development paradigms
Technological, economic, and demographic
forces are steadily eroding traditional career
paths and leading to the rise of do-it-yourself
(DIY) career development.
Key drivers:
• Millennials
• Technology advancement
• Market uncertainty
• Demand for work-life design
• Competitive pressures from globalization

Old career development paradigm: productive employment

New career development paradigm: potential employability

A relatively stable economy supported a paternalistic employer
approach and a fostered sense of security and loyalty among
employees

A dynamic global economy, plus accelerated technological change,
shortens employers’ time horizons and increases employee unease

While always mindful of economic cycles, employers would invest in
expanding their permanent workforce whenever market conditions
made this feasible

Volatile market conditions in recent years have made many
employers wary of adding to their permanent payrolls, and more
receptive to the concept of a scalable, variable workforce

Employees typically worked together in teams at one physical
location, and work environments and schedules were both highly
structured

Technology enables geographically dispersed work teams, and
higher skilled talent increasingly considers flexibility in work
arrangements to be a key factor in their employment decisions

The silent generation, and to a lesser extent baby boomers, placed
a high value on security and continuity in their careers/employment

Millennials—the “DIY generation”—are comfortable piecing together
income from multiple sources and with uncertainty; this generation is
influencing employment dynamics via its sheer numbers

There was lengthy tenure with one employer, and often one skill set

Careers are now developed across multiple employers, and often
multiple skill sets or industries

Employees were loyal to one/few employers

Talent is willing to shift employers and/or status, becoming freelancers

Employers identified high-potential employees, guided career
development plans, and directly provided or sponsored training in
skills required to keep their company successful and innovative

Highly skilled talent takes the lead in managing their own career,
developing skills that enable them to thrive in any company; they
utilize available employer offerings or actively seek alternatives

Off-site learning options required being on campus at designated
times, and were often expensive—even with employer subsidies

Multiple free or low-cost options, including MOOCs (massive open
online courses) such as courses offered by Coursera, are available
online or in the mobile formats that millennials prefer

TRAIN
“Job life cycles have shrunk to their shortest period of
time in human history. The ability of a job to persist,
requiring the same skills and the same context, is down
to 5 – 7 years with more room to shrink. The need for
workers to retrain and upskill has never been higher.
We don’t have the fallback in our companies because
the tenure of employees has never been shorter. When
we talk to millennials, they plan to stay at a company
for 3 – 5 years.”
—Kelly Services CEO Carl Camden
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ENSURE LONG-TERM EMPLOYABILITY THROUGH CAREER DEVELOPMENT

Skills most challenging
to find in candidates

Ensure long-term
employability through
career development
Rapidly emerging technologies are driving
hard skill gaps, and a dynamic, global
marketplace is putting pressure on talent to
continuously upgrade its skills. But despite all
the talk about needing hard skills, soft skills are
increasingly critical.

•	Of five key soft skills, professional/technical
hiring managers most frequently cite the
ability to listen/comprehend (81%), and 72%
claim that teamwork/ability to collaborate is
critical (significantly higher for engineering
talent, at 85%)

While nearly half of professional/technical
hiring managers perceive a current talent
shortage, and most expect there to be longterm shortages for the professional/technical
skill sets/disciplines that they hire, even hiring
managers in the most challenging to fill
niches such as engineering say their greatest
challenge is finding candidates with the right
mix of hard and soft skills.

•	For underqualified candidates, 27% of
professional/technical hiring managers report
a lack of teamwork/ability to collaborate—
again, especially for engineering talent (40%)

Six out of 10 professional/technical
hiring managers, across all professional/
technical sectors, say they have the hardest
time finding candidates with the right
combination of hard and soft skills.
•	Social Intelligence—the ability to get
along well with others and get them to
cooperate with you—is at the heart of soft
skill development

The jobs that have grown most consistently
in the last two decades have been those that
require high math skills and high social skills;
jobs requiring social skills alone grew 24
percent. Plus, the only occupations that have
shown consistent wage growth since 2000
require both cognitive and social skills.1
“Machines are automating [how we work], so
having the softer skills, knowing the human touch
and how to complement technology, is critical,
and our education system is not set up for that.”
—Michael Horn, co-founder of Clayton Christensen Institute2

13%

14%

60%

13%

Hard skills

Right combination
of hard and
soft skills

Soft skills

Corporate
culture fit

INVEST
“The tenure of employees has decreased and
the implication is: employers feel more reluctant
to invest in the education and training of their
employees for fear that those employees will take
those skills and training to other employers and
leave them. And that is leading to a greater shift
in responsibility to the employee to develop and
obtain their own necessary education and training.”
—Dr. Monica Herk, VP of Education Research, the Committee on Economic Development 3
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CAREER RESILIENCE: WHAT WORKERS NEED TO KNOW

Career resilience: what workers
need to know
Career resilience requires workers to take their
career development into their own hands and
build, build, build skills.
There is no hiding anymore, so to prepare
yourself for the socially intelligent workforce.
It is imperative to get as many direct
experiences as you can, whether as an intern
or a temporary hire—or by moonlighting on
the side and taking those stretch assignments
when they are available. Life/work experience
builds a personal brand, giving you the
credibility you need to demonstrate a strong
portfolio that gets you in door after door.

Rules of DIY career development
Treat your career like a business by
developing a personal brand
What are your career goals and objectives?
Develop a portfolio of work, keep your social
media space clean, and network in the circles
that can leverage your skill specialty while
expanding your circle of influence. Engage
with organizations that have employer brands
that best match your attitudes, motivators, and
expectations. You cannot underestimate the
significance of your credibility and how that
speaks for you.

Take responsibility for yourself and your
growth by being brutally honest
What gaps are there in your skill set and
experience? Once identified, use/extend
your network to fill those gaps with industry
certifications and/or direct experience. Gradually
and systematically develop complementary and
supplementary skills and experiences that align
with your career objectives.
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CAREER RESILIENCE: WHAT WORKERS NEED TO KNOW

Career resilience: what workers need to know
Be collaborative with your colleagues
Collaborating is about sharing work, sharing
experiences, and learning from each other—
not about being the smartest person in the
room. Sometimes it’s about creating the room
for everyone to be smart in together.4 You
want these individuals to be your next referral.

(continued)

Social intelligence
What soft skills do you need to develop? What
feedback from colleagues or mentors have
you not put in place yet? Social intelligence is
being able to analyze your own behavior and
creating definitive actions to improve it in an
effort to optimize interpersonal relationships.

Go beyond your comfort zone
This economy requires some risk-taking in
order to have resilience. Only reinforcing
expertise in a specific industry or technology at
the expense of gaining knowledge, skills, and
experiences outside your core area could put
you at greater risk for becoming irrelevant in
the long term.

Career resilience options
See your
personal brand
as a business

DIY career
development

Collaborate
and be a strong
team player

Develop social
intelligence

Expand skills vs.
only reinforcing
your specialty

1

2

3

ACCEPT THE RISKS

ENGAGE IN CONTINUOUS
LEARNING

DEVELOP AND USE
YOUR NETWORK

4
HAVE OPTIONS

VALUE
“We can’t underestimate the challenge that individual
workers and people face as they move from context to
context. As it’s unfolding in the U.S. and Western Europe,
the onus to upskill and keep yourself employable is falling
on the individual.”
—Kelly Services CEO Carl Camden
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The rise of the personal brand
is affecting how we network
With 500+ LinkedIn® connections not meaning
what they used to, online networking has
become diluted, and insufficient as an
approach to establishing your reputation.
Your personal brand—what people are saying
about you on and offline—has become a

critical calling card in landing your best work
opportunities, following you wherever you go.
With employee referrals being a key recruitment
strategy, talent must build and leverage their
networks. More than half of professional/
technical hiring managers claim their top

candidates are most often procured through
employee referrals (53 percent), especially
engineers (59 percent). Moreover, employee or
co-worker referrals serve as the best competitive
advantage for a candidate, as reported by
nearly seven of 10 (69 percent) professional/
technical hiring managers.+

Relationships have never mattered more in personal
branding and it’s changing how we network
For example, just as professional/technical hiring managers rely on
employee referrals, more than half of free agents (57%) tap their personal
and professional networks to find jobs via word-of-mouth and referrals

Build a positive reputation with the skills to back it up

57%

Free agents tap
networks for gigs

40%

40% of them rely on referrals from former employers or colleagues;
about 1 in 4 free agents leverage social media—with Gen Y taking
the lead (37%)

Free agents rely on
employer referrals

24% of global workers secured their most recent job via word
of mouth or employee referral and another 29% directly from an
employer/recruiter or a recruitment firm/headhunter; your reputation
dictates your opportunities

Global talent got
last job by word of
mouth

27% of global talent claims that their loyalty rests more with
their personal/professional network/relationships than with
their employer (15%)

Global talent loyal
to network vs.
company

24%

27%

82%

Global talent know
that skills rule

57%

Global talent attracted
to knowledgable
colleagues

56%

Global talent more
concerned with
skills vs. layoffs

37%

Candidates are
underqualified

82% of talent knows their skills need to evolve/grow in order to keep
up with changes in their industry

57% of talent wants the opportunity to work with colleagues who are
recognized as knowledgeable and from whom they can learn, ranking
at number 5 out of 19 factors that attract talent to an organization

56% of talent are concerned with their skills becoming obsolete, vs. 44%
who are concerned about possible layoffs

More than half of professional/technical hiring managers report most
candidates (58%) are on par with expectations, about one-third (37%) are
underqualified, and very few (5%) are overqualified
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The rise of the personal brand is affecting how we network

(continued)

Personal brand tips:
•	Keep your online presence clean, and your
content connected to your profession. Use it
to promote others, not just yourself.
•	Collaborate and be a team player. Gather
references not just from employers, but also
from employees and co-workers, including
any direct reports.
•	Intern or “try on a job” with a temporary/
contract position to build experience,
whether at the beginning or middle of your
career. Starting as a contract/temporary
employee (58%) or completing an internship
(43%) gives talent an edge with professional/
technical hiring managers, especially for
engineering candidates (66% and 55%).

How
you see
yourself

Your
personal
brand

How
others
see you

CHOICES
THE MYTH OF JOB SECURITY
While workers continue to make choices about their preferred
work arrangements based on job security, the truth is that globally,
worker satisfaction with job security is not much different between
traditional workers and free agent workers.
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Changing work patterns and the
emergence of the “hybrid worker”
On the talent supply chain spectrum, there
is a new worker, the “hybrid worker,” who
moonlights to pursue their true passion or
to cobble together sufficient income. With
job stability becoming a thing of the past,
some see value in diversifying and expanding
their sources of income through a hybrid
arrangement, while others pursue a fully free
agent route. But whether these non-traditional
work arrangements are driven by personal
interests/hobbies or finance, they are an
opportunity to build experience and gain
diverse skill sets.
The new employability paradigm: Regardless
of where you currently sit on the continuum of
work arrangements, all workers must build the
hard and soft skill sets to ensure their long-term
employability. With technological, economic,
and demographic forces steadily eroding
traditional career paths, talent must actively
engage in do-it-yourself career development.
Gain as much experience as possible.

Where do I fit on the continuum?
TRADITIONAL EMPLOYEE
Less freedom/flexibility

Traditional work arrangements are
where workers are paid to produce
certain outcomes or work certain
hours based on the employer’s
discretion/job description. Benefits
may include health insurance and
paid time off.

HYBRID WORKER

Hybrid workers have a blended approach to work,
quite possibly with a traditional employer as part
of the mix.
•	
17% of free agents identify as hybrid workers,
people who actively mix traditional employment
(diversified and moonlighting sources of work)
with free agency or freelance work
• 53% say free agency allows them to support
their personal interests and hobbies
•	
48% say it gives them the opportunity to
pursue their true passions
Of hybrid workers, 42 percent are millennials.
While unclear if the hybrid work style will increase,
it’s clear that these workers are versatile, driven,
and resourceful—attributes that are highly sought
after in today’s marketplace.

FREE AGENT
More freedom/flexibility

The free agent work style embraces
a “tailored-to-me” fit, and therefore
has become a catch phrase for all
independent workers, including
contractors, temporary employees, and
even entrepreneurs who do not have
an employer—other than themselves.
Globally, one in three workers
considers themselves a free agent.

SKILLS
WHERE YOU ACQUIRE YOUR SKILLS MATTERS LESS AND LESS
“We are seeing a strong preference for professional organizations
certifications without people caring a lot about if it’s earned in a
two- or four-year course context or a massive open online course
(MOOC) but caring that the association or trade or craft discipline
verified that skill was obtained. There’s much less interest about the
distribution of it.”
—Kelly Services CEO Carl Camden
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Which essential skills are
hardest to hire? 5
(Committee on Economic Development Study 2015)

Build and demonstrate
“hard to hire” essential skills
Your ability to demonstrate your skills and
how they would contribute and add value to
the job or project for which you are applying
is critical to your success.

This is the essence of career resilience:
creating or pursuing work experiences that
allow you to develop skills that can be applied
to a portfolio, and showcased for future use.
This builds your employability. And it’s good
for employers who need to foster a thriving
employer brand and create a competitive
edge—especially when their talent goes back
into the industry ecosystem with a skill set
earned at their organization.

•	Hone your elevator speech: 74% of
professional/technical hiring managers say
candidates need to be able to articulate
personal accomplishments/weaknesses

	“If it’s just technical skill, there’s a reasonable
chance it can be automated, and if it’s just
being empathetic or flexible, there’s an infinite
supply of people, so a job won’t be well paid.
It’s the interaction of both that is virtuous.”
—MIT Economist David Autor 2

•	Be prepared and connect job requirements
to your experience: 71% of professional/
technical hiring managers say candidates
must convey how their skills/background are
a good fit for a specific job

% saying large to moderate shortage of this skill

Seven out of 10 global workers say their
employment experience has allowed them to
develop skills that are in demand. Don’t be
one of the three who can’t stake this claim.

Less essential but hard to hire
Less essential but relatively easy to hire
Essential but hard to hire
Essential but relatively easy to hire

Quantitative
ability
Critical
thinking

Creativity
STEM skills

Tech skills

Media
literacy

Proficiency
with new
technology

Writing

Problem
solving

Oral
communication
Teamwork
Organized
Ability to work with
others of diverse
background

% saying skill is essential
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Underqualified candidates are those
lacking highly valuable hard skills
Hiring managers frequently cite analytical/critical thinking, verbal/written communication skills, and
complex problem solving as hard skills that are lacking among underqualified candidates. Unlike hiring
managers for other skill sets, IT hiring managers most frequently report the technical (i.e., systems,
computer, software) hard skills as lacking among underqualified candidates.
Universal hard skills are most important when
evaluating candidates. Generally, five universal hard
skills are most often mentioned by professional/
technical hiring managers as important. (Ranked in
order of importance.)
Rank

Most important hard skills

1

80% Analytical/critical thinking

2

61% Verbal/written communication skills

3

58% Evaluation, analysis, accuracy/

4

57% Technical (systems, computers,

5

56% Complex problem solving

troubleshooting
software)

•	Analytical/critical thinking, especially among science/
clinical hiring managers / 90%
•	As might be expected, the importance of technical
skills is relatively high among IT hiring managers / 73%

These hard skills (and other area-specific skills) are lacking in underqualified candidates
Rank

1

Finance/Accounting

Engineering

61% Analytical/critical thinking 59% Analytical/critical thinking

Information Technology

59% Technical (systems,
computers, software)

Science/Clinical

60% Analytical/critical thinking

2

50% Verbal/written

58% Complex

49% Complex

51% Verbal/written

3

41% Complex
problem solving

48% Technical (systems,

46% Analytical/critical thinking

46% Complex

4

33% Evaluation, analysis,
accuracy/troubleshooting

40% Project management

33% Verbal/written

30% Technical (systems,

5

30% Technical (systems,

40% Verbal/written

30% Critical thinking and

30% Evaluation, analysis,

6

26% Reconciliation

30% Evaluation, analysis,

30% Complex

19% Project management

7

18% Project management

28% Engineering
project management

29% Evaluation, analysis,

18% Strategic leadership

8

18% Financial reporting

9

14% GAAP

communication skills

computers, software)

problem solving

computers, software)

communication skills

accuracy/troubleshooting

problem solving

communication skills

business process acumen
problem solving

accuracy/troubleshooting

22% Quality engineering 24% Programming knowledge
19% Verification/validation

19% Deductive reasoning

communication skills
problem solving

computers, software)

accuracy/troubleshooting

18% Multi-disciplinary
scientific expertise

11% Statistics
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Professional/technical talent should
not overestimate its market power,
or neglect improvements
Professional/technical talent is feeling confident about its market value, but in some cases this may
be overstated relative to hiring managers’ perceptions. Across the board, talent appears to be
underutilizing the power of mentoring to build employability.
By skill set

Respondents rated
HIGHER

ON PAR

LOWER THAN THE AVERAGE

Finance/
Engineering Accounting

Talent’s view of its market power
I am in a position of high demand in the marketplace
I strongly agree/agree that my employment experience to
date has allowed me to develop skills that are in demand
Whenever I have tried, I strongly agree/agree that I have
been able to find a new or better position
If I were to consider changing jobs, I strongly agree/agree that
I am in a good position to secure similar/better employment
I strongly agree/agree that my skill set and experience put me
in a position to compete effectively with other job seekers
I have sought career-related coaching and feedback from
mentors and/or close associates (strongly agree/agree)

Professional/technical hiring managers’ view of skill gaps
I strongly agree/agree there are current skill gaps
I strongly agree/agree there will be future skill gaps

Source: KGWI 2015; PT Hiring Managers 2015 (U.S., Can.)

By industry

IT

Science

Natural
Resources

Life
Sciences

High Tech

Financial
Services

All global professional/
technical talent would do
well to leverage the often
overlooked, but invaluable
benefits of working with a
mentor or coach to further
their leadership and skill
development.6
Talent in these niches is in
the best position to ask for
what matters most to them,
(e.g., flexibility, or more
paid time off).
IT talent in emerging
technologies like cloud, Big
Data analytics and mobile
applications are in the
best position, but in more
traditional technology skill
niches, talent could
be overestimating its
market value.
Talent here may be overestimating its market value.
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Career conversations are critical
for growth and advancement
Fewer than four in 10 global workers take
advantage of career discussions with their
employer. And only one-third (32 percent)
seeks training and pays for it. While 46
percent take advantage of employer-provided
training, do-it-yourself training can provide
an edge, creating confidence and a leg up
when the opportunity for a career conversation
arises, augmenting the benefits of those
conversations with respect to building skills
and creating advancement opportunities.

At above global average rates, professional/
technical talent is having career development
conversations with their employers, including:

Of those that did, more
than half (57%) believe the
conversation was beneficial
in terms of opportunity to
acquire new skills, (vs. 20%
who didn’t feel that way)

• IT professionals (48%)
• Engineers (44%)
• Finance & Accounting professionals (46%)
• Scientific talent (43%)
While scientific talent has a below average
sense of those conversations being beneficial
to them, professionals in IT, engineering, and
finance and accounting are all on par with the
global average.

Only 38% of global
workers had a career
conversation with
their employer

Almost half (48%) believe the
conversation was beneficial
in terms of advancement
opportunities, (vs. 25% who
didn’t feel that way)
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Career conversations are critical for growth
and advancement (continued)
DIY career development is the link
When it comes to career conversations,
scientific talent falls below the global average
in their sense that these conversations are
beneficial for advancement or skill acquisition
opportunities. But they are also the talent
category with on par use of training sought
out and paid for themselves, versus other
professional/technical talent categories that
invest in their own training at above average
rates, including: IT (46 percent), engineering
(37 percent), and finance and accounting
(36 percent). IT talent stands out above all
professional/technical categories with the
greatest overall amount of training.

When preparing for career development/
advancement opportunities, which of the
following resources have you utilized within
the last year to realize your strengths?

Science

20% È

18%

IT

26%

25% Ç

Finance/Accounting

25%

21%

Engineering
Total Average

21% È
25%

22%
20%

Career tests
Professional career coaching
Mentoring
Employer-provided training
Training sought out/paid for myself

33% Ç

44%

30% Ç
26%
27%
27%

Ç Above average
È Below average

31%
44%

42% È
44%
46%

46% Ç
36% Ç
37% Ç
32%
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And now, as a complement to our research on career resilience, a final word of advice directly
from leading authority HfS Research, The Services Research CompanyTM. In its tenth year of
publication, the acclaimed HfS Research blog Horses for Sources is widely read—and the HfS
network of web properties receives more than 1 million web visits per year.

Advice from the HfS Consulting blog,
HorsesforSources
Seven simple steps to avoid screwing
up your personal brand

1

Get rid of the 9 – 5 work mentality
It’s amazing how many people still operate
like this. You can’t possibly function if you still
have this attitude to work and never take calls/
return emails in the evenings or weekends, etc.
Ambitious business leaders no longer want
people who just don’t want to put in the extra
effort and time to be effective in their roles. If
you really don’t want to work hard, then find a
career that doesn’t warrant that—sadly, it won’t
likely be very intellectually stimulating…but
that’s the tradeoff these days.

2

Be a people person…or at least
pretend to be
Networking and having people want to
engage with you has never been as critical

as it is today. Email and social media is fun to
communicate in sound bites, but nothing beats
meeting up socially, talking on the phone, etc. I
know many people out there who just don’t like
people very much—it’s just in their DNA. This is
something you have to fix—if you’re not great
to engage with, it’s going to hold you back.
You don’t really need to like people to have a
functional relationship with them.

3

Stop being an a*#hole…you know you
can try
Let’s face it; we all have to deal with them. Just
don’t be one yourself. I know several people
who just persist in badmouthing me, and my
firm, because they compete with us—or just
are a*#holes. Can’t we all get along? Share
a few jokes or have a drink at a conference?
Can’t we even pretend to like each other, or at

least be civil? In today’s world, it just isn’t the
way anymore—we work hard enough not to
need to deal with negativity and bad vibes.

4

Use social media to promote others, and
not just yourself
Nothing irritates me more than those people
who only tweet or use LI to promote their
own work. These people who self-promote
to the point of narcissism, and never bother
to promote others…ugh. It’s like going on a
date when you were younger and having to
listen to someone just talk about themselves
all evening. If you only ever promote yourself,
people will quickly notice and start to avoid
you. Fix this habit and force yourself to be
more than being all about YOU.
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Advice from the HfS Consulting blog, HorsesforSources

5

Become genuinely collaborative and
don’t just pretend to be
Yes, we all know the types, but the more
you collaborate, the more people will enjoy
working with you and the more you will learn
from others. Take the attitude that if you give,
you will mostly get back. However, nothing
beats having a genuine reputation for being
collaborative—it’s such a big plus in the
emerging work environment. No one likes the
non-team players and it’s easy to uncover who
they are in today’s environment.

6

Figure out how to self-improve by
looking at yourself and being honest
once in a while
It still amazes me every day how many people
are simply incapable of being able to take
a good look at themselves, identifying their

weaknesses and working out how to improve
on them. Deep down we all know what we’re
good at and where we are falling short,
we just need to work harder at the latter
independently as we’re not always going
to have someone telling us where we need
improvement. Being able to self-improve is
an amazing quality in today’s world if you can
open your mind to doing this. If computers are
self-learning these days, we need to be too.

7

Be creative and unafraid to refocus your
abilities on achieving business outcomes
This is so important today—you can’t just
box up your skills to say “I’m great at
Salesforce.com®” or “I have 20 years
experience doing FP&A, ABAP programming,
deal negotiation, HR policy etc.” You need to

(continued)

focus more on business outcome capabilities
where you can clearly demonstrate how you
identify problems and solve them in creative
ways that add real value and future growth
potential for enterprises. For example, you
need to prove you can “Re-orient a firm’s
whole go to market focus to open up new
growth opportunities that might not have been
obvious previously”; or “Redefine and simplify
what data a firm needs to be effective in an
industry”; or “Evaluate an automation strategy
investment by identifying which processes
would provide a genuine business advantage
being automated, versus those which would
cause more headaches than they are worth.”
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KGWI response detail
Number of responses
By category

Overview and methodology
A high-level look at workforce trends from Kelly
Background
To better understand the motivations behind
the empowered workforce, and how employers
can best act and react to worker expectations,
Kelly Services® developed the Kelly Global
Workforce Index (KGWI), an annual global
survey that is the largest study of its kind. In
2015, Kelly collected feedback from 164,000
workers across 28 countries and a multitude
of industries and occupations. In 2014, nearly
230,000 were polled in 31 countries.
This study takes a high-level look at career
management—specifically the emerging trend
of do-it-yourself (“DIY”) career development
as it pertains to the global worker seeking to
be as resilient as possible in today’s uncertain
environment. In addition to analyzing worker
preferences and psychographic insights based
on 2015 and 2014 KGWI survey data, this
study pulls insights from three other 2015
Kelly research studies: Free Agent Research,
Professional/Technical Hiring Managers
Research for U.S. and Canada, and Hiring
Managers Research for EMEA and APAC.
The report also develops macro employer/
employee trends using standard secondary
research sources.

Traditional employment is fast diminishing.
At the same time, market forces have created
an increasingly candidate-powered economy.
Understanding DIY career resilience as an
advantage in your career development and job
search efforts—in which training, skill building,
and talent showcasing become levers in
securing the best options and opportunities in
an uncertain environment—is critical.

2015

2014

164,021

229,794

Employed full time

57,908

66,216

Employed part time

11,814

16,482

Temporary/casual/contract work

16,299

23,680

Unemployed

12,754

21,451

Looking for work

22,425

22,161

Retired

1,060

1,262

Engineering

11,942

10,792

Finance and Accounting

10,287

16,150

Information Technology

9,847

10,501

Science

5,694

6,920

The Americas

102,321

135,049

EMEA

50,107

71,134

APAC

11,593

21,080

Global workforce total
Employment status

Industry breakout

Geographic breakout
Professional/technical Hiring
Manager Survey 2015 (U.S., Canada)

Number of
responses

PT hiring managers total

1064

Generational breakout

By skill set
214

Millennials (1980-1995)

56,998

64,475

Engineers/Engineering

272

Gen X (1965-1979)

37,428

51,073

Information Technology

210

Baby Boomers (1946-1964)

20,382

28,789

212

Silent Generation (1935-1945)

576

1,140

Finance/Accounting

Science/Clinical
By industry
Natural Resources

82

Life Sciences

234

High Tech

164

Financial Services/Insurance

98
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